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Announcements	

•  HW	2	due	on	Thursday	
•  Project	1	has	been	posted	
•  Today’s	plan:	
–  Finish	discussing	server	sockets	
– DNS:	the	Domain	Name	System	
– API	to	using	DNS	

•  Thursday’s	plan:	
–  Framing/encoding	
–  In-class	exercise	(Bring	a	laptop	if	you’ve	got	one)	



Part	1:	Server	sockets	review	



Recall:	Server	overview	

Steps	
1.  Handle	command	line	

arguments	
2.  Create	network	socket	
3.   Bind	socket	to	an	interface	
4.   Tell	the	socket	to	listen	for	

incoming	connec9ons	
5.   Accept	an	incoming	

connec9on:	
–  Read/write	to	the	socket	

6.  Close	the	socket	

Socket	API	used	
1.  n/a	
2.  socket()	
3.  bind()	
4.  listen()	
5.  accept()	
6.  send/recv()	
7.  close()	



Step	3:	bind	
•  We	need	to	tell	the	socket	what	IP	address	and	
port	to	listen	for	incoming	connecYons	

•  int	bind(int	sockfd,	const	struct	
sockaddr	*addr,	socklen_t	len);	

•  We	don’t	care	which	IP	address	to	bind	to	
–  servAddr.sin_addr.s_addr	=	htonl(INADDR_ANY);	

•  We	do	care	about	the	listening	port	
–  servAddr.sin_port	=	htons(servPort);	



Step	4:	listen	

•  Tells	the	OS	that	this	socket	is	going	to	be	a	
server	socket	
– E.g.,	that	it	should	listen	for	incoming	commands	

•  int	listen(int	sockfd,	int	backlog);	
–  ‘backlog’	specifies	how	many	pending	connecYons	
can	exist	before	addiYonal	ones	are	refused	



Step	5:	AccepYng	new	connecYons	

•  A	“listening”	socket	isn’t	actually	used	to	send/
receive	data…	
– Otherwise	e.g.,	a	web	server	could	only	handle	one	
client	at	a	Yme	

–  Because	port	80	(www)	would	be	“used	up”	by	a	
single	client	

•  Instead,	listening	socket	used	to	accept	a	new	
connecYon,	which	spawns	a	new	per-connec(on	
‘client’	socket	



Server	socket	vs.	Client	socket	



recv()	call	



Server	sockets:	Q	&	A	



Part 2: Domain Name System 



Overview 
•  www.cs.ucsd.edu à 132.239.8.67 
•  1982: single hosts.txt file stored and distributed 

from a central site 
•  Contained all hostname to IP address mappings 
•  Centralized control did not fit with distributed 

management 
•  Number of hosts changed from number of 

timesharing systems to number of workstations 
– Organizations to users 
– Exponential resource usage for distributing the file 



Domain Name System 

•  Hierarchical namespace with typed data 
•  Control delegated in hierarchical fashion 
– Convince node above you to delegate control 

•  Designed to be extensible w/support for new 
data types 

•  1985: some hosts solely utilize DNS 



Hierarchical Design 

root 
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Domain Name System (DNS) 

•  Translate human understandable names to 
machine understandable names 
– E.g., www.cs.ucsd.eduè132.239.8.67 
– Hierarchical structure 
•  Every DNS server knows where the “root” is 
•  The root can tell you how to get to .edu 
•  .edu server can tell you how to find ucsd.edu 
•  ucsd.edu tells you about cs.ucsd.edu 
•  cs.ucsd.edu translates www.cs.ucsd.eduà132.239.8.67 

– Caching along the way to improve performance 



Root	name	servers	



Query Processing 

•  Query local name server 
– Authoritative/cached answers 

•  Support both recursive and iterative queries 
•  If not cached locally, locate server lowest in 

the hierarchy with entry in local DB 
–  In the worst case, contact root (.) 
– Cache locally with TTL 



Zones and Caching 

•  Mechanisms for data distribution 
•  Zones 
–  Provide local autonomy 
– Any contiguous set of nodes in the tree 
– Can be grown to arbitrary size 
– Each domain should provide redundant servers 

•  Caching 
– Time to live (TTL) associated with each name 

•  low value => higher consistency 
•  high value => better performance (less traffic) 



DNS Lookup Example 
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Part 3: an API to DNS 



Mapping	names	to	addresses	



Linked	list	of	‘addrinfo’	structs	

•  Q:	Why	a	linked	list?	
•  Q:	Which	of	the	mulYple	results	should	you	
use?	



Hints	

•  Can	provide	hints	as	to	what	you’re	looking	
for:	
– Server	socket	(hints.ai_flags	=	AI_PASSIVE)	
– Client	socket	(otherwise)	
–  IPv4	vs.	IPv6	
– TCP	vs.	UDP	



Demo:	Chapter	3	


